
The Ministry of the Apostle by Ron McKenzie 

 

Apostleship 

The word ''apostle' means one who is sent. It is applied to a messenger who is sent on a 

mission. In the New Testament, an apostle is a person who is sent out to establish a new 

church. When a church reaches an optimum size some of the elders will be sent out to 

start a new church. The pastor/teacher sent out is called an apostle. 

This is what happened in the church in Antioch (Acts 3:1-3). In that church there were 

prophets and teachers. While they were at prayer, the Holy Spirit told them to set aside 

Paul and Barnabas to be apostles. Paul and Barnabas then went through Asia Minor 

establishing new churches. This is the ministry of the apostle. Once they had been sent 

out Luke referred to Paul and Barnabas as apostles (Acts 14:14). In this diagram, the 

pastor (P), who is sent out becomes an apostle (A). see 

The apostle may not necessarily go very far. Often they will go to a place where there 

are already some converts (Acts 16:11-15). They will go where the Spirit is moving. 

Hearing God’s voice will be important in knowing where to go. 

 

 
 

The apostle is always accompanied by a prophet (R). The prophet would impart vision 

and zeal into the new church. This is why a Church is said to be built on the foundation 

of apostles and prophets (Ephesians 2:20). Barnabas (Acts 4:36) and Silas (Acts 15:32) 

were prophets who accompanied Paul. When Paul and Barnabas had a disagreement, 
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Paul was not prepared to go out till he had found another prophet (Silas) to go with him. 

The apostles will usually take an evangelist. Timothy (II Tim 4:5) and Mark (he wrote a 

gospel) were evangelists who accompanied Paul.  

The elders who are sent out will be replaced in the sending church by people who have 

grown to maturity. They will have been trained and prepared for this role. This is why it 

is important for elders to replicate their ministries. 

 
The new church will grow quickly. There is an evangelist in the team, so there will be 

plenty of new converts. There is a very experienced pastor/teacher so they will grow 

quickly. The apostle will train one of the new converts to be a pastor/teacher. Once the 

new church has grown a little, that person will be appointed to a pastoral role. 
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The process of sending out apostles must be governed by five principles.  

1. The best people are sent out. Paul and Barnabas were key leaders in the church at 

Antioch. This is the most important principle (see Marks of an Apostle).  Most 

new works fail, because the best leader stayed behind and an inexperienced one 

has been sent to start it. The reason is that it is harder to start a new church than to 

keep a good church going.  

2. A prophet always accompanies the apostle, because the apostolic team will need 

vision and zeal. The most experienced prophet will be sent out, because starting 

the new church is the toughest job. Every new work must be based on a clear 

vision. Every church must be founded on a solid foundation of righteousness and 

holiness, so there must be good prophetic insight from the beginning. Many new 

works founder, because they have inadequate or confused vision.  

3. Apostles must never be sent out alone. Even a mature Christian like Paul took 

others with him for protection. The elders sent out as apostles would submit to 

each other in the same way as elders of a church. This will provide protection 

from human mistakes and the attacks of Satan. Sending a person or couple out 

alone to start a new church is like sending soldiers armed with stick to fight 

against tanks. We should not be surprised that so many are destroyed by these 

situations.  

4. There must strong unity in the apostolic team. By working together in the church 

that sends them out, they will have already proved that they are able to work in 

unity. If they couldn’t, the sending church would not have grown to maturity. Just 

after the apostolic team has been sent out is the time when it is most vulnerable. 

Therefore they must have strong relationships with each other. They will have 

developed these by working together in the church from which they were sent.  

5. New elders will be appointed in the sending church to step up and take over the 

responsibilities of those who have left. They will have learned their ministry, 

while being supervised by experienced leaders. They will have been trained by 

their predecessors. There will be an existing role into which they can step.  

An apostle does not rest on his laurels. Once the new church has grown to maturity, the 

apostolic team will be sent out a second time. 
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Because the new church starts with a balanced apostolic team it will grow quickly. 

 

 
Eventually this church will grow to maturity too. 

 

 
 

Note the following points:  

1. In the early days of the church the apostles all stayed in Jerusalem. This may have 

been nice for them, but it was holding back the growth of the church. God had to 

send persecution to get them to move out into the world. It was among those who 

fled to Antioch that they next major advance of the church took place (Acts 8:1-8; 

11:19-21). The Lord may have to send a similar time of testing in New Zealand to 

get those who are called to be apostles to move out.  
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2. A growing church should not wait to long before sending out an apostolic team. 

Once a church grows beyond a certain size, its leaders become indispensable and 

it will be too hard to replace the elders who are sent out. It is more likely to get 

institutionalised.  

3. Being sent out as an apostle will be quite humbling. It will mean going from 

something that is growing and strong to a new work that is tiny. At first it may 

seem like a waste of skills. However, it is in the new church that the best people 

are needed.  

4. A church which is continually sending out apostles, will be an exciting place to 

be. There will be no room for complacency to creep in. Every member will have 

an opportunity to grow into leadership. Potential leaders will be constantly 

stepping up into the roles of those who have left. This will be a tough challenge 

for them. Many problems in the modern church come because people get bored 

and then restless. If a church is continually sending out apostles there will always 

be a good challenge for the remaining members.  

5. All that elders have to do is be able to disciple six to ten Christians, making 

certain that one grows sufficiently to be able to take their place when they move 

on. (They also have to be able to get on with the other elders, but if they cannot 

do this, they should not be elders.)  

6. I am not talking about super apostles. Many elders can become apostles. The 

biggest problem today is that our understanding of apostleship is too grandiose. 

We have made the pastor into something really big, so an apostle must be greater 

still. We will not recognise an apostle unless he is like Paul or Peter. We will not 

accept a prophet unless he compares to Elijah. When we think of an evangelist, 

we think of Billy Graham. In fact, many of the apostles in the New Testament 

were such ordinary people (Barnabas, Andronicus, Junias), that we know very 

little about them. If we were to stop looking for the spectacular, we would find 

there are many people in our churches who are called to be apostles, prophets and 

evangelists. They may not be in the same league as Paul or Elijah, but they could 

exercise valid ministries.  

7. God wants us to get away from dependency on big ministries. In the Old 

Testament times only a few people had the anointing of the Spirit. God’s people 

had to depend on a few great heroes. The purpose of Pentecost was to pour the 

Holy Spirit out onto all believers. This means that every believer can have a 

ministry. We need a church structure that allows every member to develop into a 

ministry. Rather than having a few heroes, God would prefer to have millions of 

small ministries anointed with his Spirit.  

8. The cell church model is a step forward. It recognises the power of multiplication 

and discipleship. However, it does not allow for the principle of plurality of 

leadership or for the ascension ministries. A very hierarchical model of leadership 

is still required. This is a limitation.  

9. House groups are only half an answer  

10. Our lack of understanding of the process is demonstrated by the fact that we talk 

about church planting. However the New Testament expression is "sending 

apostles".  
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 The Path of an Apostle 

The path of an apostle can be described in another way. Each little pentagon signifies a 

church with a balanced ministry. 

 

 
 

The original church that has sent out an apostolic team is signified by the blue pentagon. 

In this example the first church has sent an apostle who has started a new church.  

Once the new church reaches maturity, new elders are appointed and the apostolic team 

moves out again to start another church. The apostle replicates his church replicates his 

ministry and then moves on to repeat the process. The arrowheads represent new 

churches. 

 

 
 

The first church has also trained up some new elders and sent out another apostolic team. 

(The most experienced will be sent out). 
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Several years later the original apostle has started a third church. The first church he 

planted has sent out another apostolic team. The original church has now sent out three 

apostolic teams 

 

 
 

A few years later, 6 new churches have been started as apostles have been commissioned 

and sent out. In each case, it is the best people who are sent out.  

Multiplication 

 

 
 

A few years later there are twenty-five churches. Multiplication is a very powerful 

principal as it produced exponential growth.  
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The Cutting Edge 

 
 

The apostles represented by the purple dots have all started three new churches. The first 

apostle (red dot) has planted four. The important thing to note is that the best people are 

at the cutting edge. However, I am not just talking about seven people. Each dot 

represents and apostolic team, so there are at least 20 top people at the cutting edge. 

Moreover, there is a range of different ministries between them. This provides real 

protection and strength for the church as a whole. The strongest are on the battlefront 

with the world, where the going is the toughest. That is why the apostles are referred to 

as pillars of the church (Galatians 2:9). They are on the edge of the church holding it up.  

Mission 

Some apostles will be sent out to other countries as missionaries.  The same principles 

will apply when apostles go to another country.  

1. The best people should be given the toughest tasks.  Those sent into other cultures 

should be the best apostles.  

2. Apostles should never be sent into a different culture alone.  Sending an 

individual or couple into a different culture, puts them at tremendous spiritual 

risk.  

3. An apostle should be sent out in a team that includes at least one past, one prophet 

and one evangelist.  Otherwise the church in the new country will be unbalanced.  

4. The apostolic team should have proved that they can plant a church in their own 

culture.  Paul and Barnabas were only sent out after they had proved themselves 
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in Antioch.  To often missionaries first real experience of ministry is in a strange 

culture.  This makes the task incredibly hard.  

5. The apostolic team should have proved that they can work together in their own 

culture, before being sent to a different culture.  Often missionaries from a 

number of different churches in different countries, who have never met, are put 

together in a mission field and expected to work together.  They have to learn to 

work together, before they can minister effectively together.  Sometimes they 

don't manage to learn to work together.  

An apostolic team sent to another country should concentrate on establishing a church in 

a particular locality.  Once they have trained up elders to take over, they should be sent 

out to start another church in a new area.  They will start the process of multiplication 

described above.  At some stage, they will take indigenous Christians with them to teach 

them how to be apostles.  Very soon some of the indigenous Christian's should also be 

being sent out as apostles.  Eventually, the indigenous church will be multiplying 

independently of the missionary apostles. 

Authority  

Apostles exercise authority looking back. 

 

 
 

The elders in each of the churches marked in yellow have a link with the first apostle. 

They will be either his spiritual children or spiritual grand children. Therefore they will 

respect him and acknowledge his authority. They were once submitted to him when he 
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was an elder and they were new Christians, so they will still respect him, though they 

have become elders.  

The authority of an apostle comes out of relationship. Paul demonstrated this type of 

authority in his letters. He was able to give direction to the churches because he had a 

relationship with them. He was the apostle who had established their church. 

This authority is completely different from the worldly pyramid model. It does not 

depend on legal power or position. In contrast, the authority of a bishop comes with 

appointment to a position in a legal organisation 

We should note that the The Twelve Apostles of Jesus were not a select group, with a 

special role; they were just the first of many apostles who were sent out to start new 

churches. 

Celebration 

Every now and then one of the churches in a cluster will organise a celebration. All the 

Churches in that area will get together to praise and worship God. They will meeting in a 

public place (Acts 3:1). Some of the apostles may minister to them. 

 

Their is a complete chapter on the Role of Apostles in the Church in a new book 

from Kingwatch Books.  It is quite different from most modern teaching on this 

ministry. Apostles are not Bishops. 
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